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1. Introduction 

Piezoelectric members are being increasingly used as sensors, e.g. [1-3], and 
actuators, e.g. [4-6], in structural, medical, automotive, aerospace and other 
applications. Their ability to produce electrical output when subjected to me-
chanical input, and vice versa, is expressed by two coupled constitutive 
equations [7]. These equations, relating the mechanical and electrical fields, 
are known as the sensor and actuator equations [8]. The piezoelectric mem-
bers are commonly plate-shaped, have a large bandwidth and are suitable for 
integration into the host structures. 

The interactions between piezoelectric members, passive and active 
electrical devices, and host structures give rise to a multitude of phenomena. 
Analyses of these interactions and phenomena are generally based on the full 
constitutive behaviour of the piezoelectric materials and on the dynamics of 
the piezoelectric members, the electrical devices and the host structures. 
However, simplifications are sometimes justified. If, for example, a piezo-
electric actuator is driven by an amplifier with a sufficiently low output im-
pedance relative to the load impedance, the sensor equation may be immate-
rial. If, in addition, the bandwidth of the amplifier is sufficiently large, its 
dynamics may be neglected. Also, if the transit time of the mechanical 
waves through a piezoelectric member is sufficiently small in comparison 
with the relevant characteristic times, the member can be taken to be quasi-
static. Simplifications of this kind were made, for example, in the early work 
by Crawly and de Luis [9] on the interactions between piezoelectric actua-
tors and beams. 

The actuator dynamics were taken into account in studies such as those 
by Pan et al. [10] and Rivory et al. [11] on beams with attached piezoelectric 
actuators. Allowance for the interaction of host structure and electrical cir-
cuits, and for the two coupled constitutive equations, was made by authors 
such as Hagood et al. [12], Thornburgh and Chattopadhyay [13], and 
Thornburgh et al. [14]. Similar approaches were also used in studies on 
systems with passive electrical damping [15-18]. The power requirements, 
with consideration of the dynamics of the amplifier were studied by 
Niezrecki and Cudney [19] and Leo [20]. A configuration which has been 
widely studied concerns structures with plate-shaped piezoelectric members 
mounted on structural surfaces via adhesive layers. Shearing of these adhe-
sive layers might influence the overall performances of these assemblies. 
The effects of the bonding layers on the overall performances were studied 
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by Peelamedu et al. [21], Pietrzakowski [22] and Rabinovitch and Vinson 
[23].  

Although many studies on piezoelectricity have focused on vibrations in 
beams, little attention has been paid so far to transient extensional waves in 
bars. The aim of the present thesis was therefore to investigate the electro-
mechanical processes involved in the generation and damping of transient 
extensional waves in bars with piezoelectric members. In particular the influ-
ence of attached electrical circuitry on the mechanical waves created was of 
interest. The results of this study should provide a useful foundation for de-
veloping future control applications. 

The model developed in Paper I for generating extensional waves in a 
linearly elastic or visco-elastic bar using a pair of piezoelectric actuators 
driven by a linear power amplifier was based on the coupled constitutive 
equations and the dynamics of the actuators, the amplifier and the bar. The 
problem of relating the input voltage to the amplifier to the generation of 
wave output was examined, and in a subsequent experimental study (Paper 
II), good agreement was obtained between the experimental and theoretical 
results obtained on implemented and prescribed strain waves in an elastic 
bar. This problem is of interest in control applications, such as that presented 
in [24], where waves prescribed on the basis of information from sensors 
were used to cancel disturbing waves. In Paper III, a straight bar element 
containing axially oriented piezoelectric members was viewed as a linear 
system with one electrical and two mechanical interfaces or ports, and its in-
teractions with external devices were modeled. In a subsequent experimental 
study (Paper IV), the three-port model was applied to the passive damping of 
transient waves in a bar. In Paper V, finally, the influence of current con-
straints of the amplifier used for the generation of waves in a bar was inves-
tigated both theoretically and experimentally. 

In this thesis, a straight bar element containing axially oriented piezo-
electric members is viewed as a linear system with one electrical and two 
mechanical interfaces or ports, as described in Paper III. The element can in-
teract with an external electrical device at the electrical port and with exter-
nal mechanical devices at the mechanical ports. These interactions are de-
scribed in terms of a voltage and a current at the electrical port and a force 
and a velocity at each mechanical port. The voltage and the two forces are 
taken to be generalized forces, and the current and the two velocities to be 
generalized velocities. Because of assumed linearity, the vector of 
generalized forces can be expressed as the product of an impedance matrix 
and the vector of generalized velocities. Due to assumed symmetry and reci-
procity, this impedance matrix is defined by four of its nine elements. Once 
these four impedances of the piezoelectric bar element (PBE) have been de-
termined, it is straight-forward to analyze its function as an actuator or a sen-
sor in different environments of electrical and mechanical devices. 

In Section 2, piezoelectricity will be briefly introduced. After this intro-
duction, first, the general three-port model (Paper III) will be presented. 
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Secondly, the four independent elements of the impedance matrix will be de-
termined in the case of the specific laminated PBE studied in Papers I to V. 
Thirdly, the PBE will be assumed to be part of a long bar, the external parts 
of which are elastic or visco-elastic, and the generation of extensional waves 
will be studied when the PBE is driven by either a given voltage, the output 
voltage of a linear amplifier with a finite output impedance (Papers I and II), 
or the output voltage of an amplifier with current constraints and zero output 
impedance (Paper V). Fourthly, similar PBE-bar assemblies will be studied 
for damping of extensional waves when the electrical port is shunted by an 
external impedance load, (Papers III and IV). 

In Section 3, the experimental procedures used in this research will be 
presented. First, the power amplifier used in the wave generation experi-
ments (Papers II and V) will be identified in terms of the voltage gain and 
cut-off frequency. Secondly, the experimental set-up used in the wave gener-
ation experiments (Papers II and V) will be presented and thirdly, the experi-
mental set-up used in the wave damping experiments (Paper IV) will be pre-
sented. 

In Section 4, both theoretical and experimental results will be presented 
and discussed. First, the three-port model will be discussed and the main re-
sults obtained will be presented. Secondly, the results of the amplifier identi-
fication will be presented and discussed in the context of the set-up used in 
the wave generation experiments. Thirdly, the results of wave generation ex-
periments and simulations will be presented and discussed. Fourthly, the re-
sults of wave damping experiments and simulations will be presented and 
discussed. 

The conclusions reached on the basis of the results obtained are summa-
rized in Section 5. 
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2. Theory 

2.1. Introduction to piezoelectricity 
Piezoelectric materials respond with electrical output to mechanical input, 
and vice versa. The former of these properties is known as the direct piezo-
electric effect, viz. the piezoelectric material changes its polarization when 
subjected to mechanical loads, while the latter is known as the converse pie-
zoelectric effect, viz. the piezoelectric material is deformed when an elec-
trical field is applied. The direct piezoelectric effect was first discovered in 
1880 by the brothers Pierre and Jacques Curie, and the converse piezo-
electric effect was predicted by Lippmann in 1881, based on thermodynamic 
findings. This prediction was confirmed experimentally by the Curie broth-
ers later the same year [1]. 

Piezoelectric effects result from the electric structure of piezoelectric 
materials, as shown in the case of a schematic material cell in Fig. 1 (a). 
When loaded with the mechanical forces F �  and F ��  shown in Figs. 1 (b) 
and (c), the cell will strain and bound charges will develop at its boundaries, 
polarizing the material, in line with the direct piezoelectric effect. If the cell 
is subjected instead to the external electric fields E �  and E ��  as shown, 
bound charges will also develop at its boundaries, again polarizing the mate-
rial, and the cell will show mechanical strain responses if it is not mechani-
cally clamped, in line with the converse piezoelectric effect.  

The linear constitutive model for piezoelectric materials consists of a set 
of two coupled equations relating the mechanical and electrical fields. Based 
on [7], the tensorial Fourier transformed expressions for these relations are 

 
kkijklijklij dYe Êˆˆ �� � ,                     (1a) 

 

  jijjkijki dD Êˆˆ �� �� ,                 (1b) 
 
where the indices range from 1 to 3 and the Einstein summation convention 
is used. These equations are often referred to as the actuator equation and the 
sensor equation, respectively. In Cartesian coordinates, nx , 3,2,1�n , 

),(ˆ �nij xe  is the strain field, ),(ˆ �� nkl x  the stress field, ),(ˆ �nk xE  is the 
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electric field, and ),(ˆ �ni xD  the electric displacement field, while ijklY  de-
notes elastic constants, kijd  is the piezoelectric strain coefficient and ij�  is 
the permittivity. Here and below, �  is the angular frequency and the nota-
tion � 	�
̂  is used for the Fourier transform of a function � 	t
  of time t  
which is assumed to be piecewise differentiable and absolutely integrable. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Schematic behaviour of piezoelectric material cell; (a) unstressed and no 
external electric field, (b) under influence of tensile force F �  and/or external electric 
field E � , (c) under influence of compressive force F ��  and/or external electric field 
E �� . 

 
Under the assumption of uni-axial stress field in the direction xx �1  and 

uni-axial electrical fields in the direction zx �3  and using the so-called ma-
trix notation, i.e. replacing the mechanical indices in Eqs. (1) by a single in-
dex ranging from 1 to 6, the constitutive relations can be rewritten 

3311111
ˆˆˆ EdYe �� �  and 3331313

ˆˆˆ E�� �� dD . It is also assumed that the pie-
zoelectric material takes the form of a plate with a square cross-section with 
height ah , width aw  and hence cross-sectional area aaa whA � , and with 
electrically conducting layers attached on the top and bottom faces, i.e. with 
the normals in the directions of z� . Assuming that originally plane cross-
sections remain plane during deformation, the stress is defined in terms of 
the normal force ),(ˆ �xN a  as aa AN̂ˆ1 �� . Assuming also the existence of 
quasi-static electrical fields, the electric field is defined in terms of the volt-
age )(ˆ

0 �U  between the conducting layers as ahU 03
ˆˆ �E . Since the piezo-

electric strain coefficient 31d  is defined as negative, it is convenient here to 
define 31dda �� . If one also introduces Young’s modulus 111 YEa � , Eqs. 
(1) can finally be rewritten as 
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0
ˆˆ1ˆ U

h
d

N
EA

e
a

a
a

aa
a �� ,                (2a) 

 

0
ˆˆˆ U

h
N

A
d

D
a

a
a

a

a
a

�
��� ,                (2b) 

 
where the remaining indices have been replaced by a . It is worth noting that 
the strain aê , normal force aN̂  and electric displacement field aD̂  are all 

functions of x  and � , while the electric voltage 0Û  is a function of �  
alone. Hence, as a consequence of the presence of the conducting layers 
there is no spatial dependence of the electric field. 

2.2 General piezoelectric bar element 
Consider, as in Paper III, a straight bar element containing axially oriented 
piezoelectric members located either on the surface or embedded in to the 
linearly elastic or visco-elastic materials. This element is assumed to be 
sandwiched between external mechanical devices with which it can interact. 
In particular, the element may constitute part of a single straight bar. In this 
case, the external mechanical devices are the parts of the bar which are ex-
ternal to the element itself. The electromechanical response of the piezo-
electric members is assumed to be linear. 

The PBE under investigation is illustrated in Fig. 2, where x  is a coordi-
nate along its axis, and y  and z  are transverse coordinates. The PBE and 
the external mechanical devices are assumed to be symmetric with respect to 
the planes xy  and xz . In addition, the PBE is assumed to be symmetric with 
respect to the plane yz . These symmetrical features of the PBE include its 
geometrical, mechanical and electrical properties. The piezoelectric mem-
bers are assumed to be interconnected in such a way that the PBE can inter-
act with active or passive external electrical devices at a single interface or 
port labeled 0. At this electrical two-terminal port, the voltage is � 	�0Û  and 
the current is � 	�0̂i . As shown in the figure, the current is defined as positive 
in the direction in which it would be driven through the port by a positive ex-
ternally applied voltage. The PBE can interact with active or passive external 
mechanical devices at the two interfaces or ports constituted by its ends. 
These are perpendicular to the bar axis and are labeled 1 and 2. At these me-
chanical ports, the normal forces are � 	�1N̂  and � 	�2N̂  and the velocities 
are � 	�1v̂  and � 	�2v̂ . As shown, the forces are defined as positive in tension 
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and the velocities in the direction of the x  axis. It is assumed that the gen-
eralized forces and velocities involved in bending and torsion are not 
generated by the PBE, by the external devices or by their interactions. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Three-port representation of general PBE. 
 

The power supplied to the PBE at the interfaces is 00iU , � 	11 vN �  and 

22vN . Therefore, 0Û , 1N̂ , 2N̂  and 0̂i , 1v̂� , 2v̂  are used to denote gen-
eralized forces and velocities, respectively. Because of assumed linearity, the 
generalized forces can be related to the generalized velocities by 
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ZZZ
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U

,               (3) 

 
where � 	�00Z , � 	�01Z , … , � 	�22Z  are the elements of a 33�  impedance 
matrix � 	�Z . This matrix has the property � 	 � 	�� ZZ �� , i.e., its real and 
imaginary parts are even and odd functions, respectively, of � . 

Based on the assumption of reciprocity, the impedance matrix is sym-
metric and therefore 

 
0110 ZZ � ,     0220 ZZ � ,     1221 ZZ � .         (4a-c) 

 
Because of the symmetry with respect the plane yz , subscripts 1 and 2 are 
interchangeable and therefore 

 
0102 ZZ � ,     1020 ZZ � ,     1122 ZZ � .         (4d-f) 
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As far as its electrical and mechanical interactions with external devices are 
concerned, the PBE can therefore be represented by the impedance matrix Z  
defined by the four elements 00Z , 01Z  ( 022010 ZZZ ��� ), 11Z  ( 22Z� ) and 

12Z  ( 21Z� ). The nature of 00Z  is electrical, that of 01Z  is electromechani-
cal and that of 11Z  and 12Z  is mechanical. The units of these impedances are 
V/A=� , N/A=Vs/m and Ns/m, respectively. 

Consider now a PBE with an imaginary impedance matrix ijij XZ i� . 
Also, let the generalized forces and velocities be harmonic with angular fre-
quency �  and interpret 0Û , 1N̂ , 2N̂  and 0̂i , 1v̂� , 2v̂  as complex effective 
amplitudes. The total average power supplied to the PBE at its three ports, 

� 	� 	221100 ˆˆˆˆˆˆRe vNvNiUP ���� , can then be shown to be zero. Therefore, 
an imaginary impedance matrix represents a PBE that is lossless. 

2.3. Specific piezoelectric bar element 
Consider the specific laminated PBE shown in Fig. 3. Two piezoelectric lay-
ers a are attached to each side of a core c by bonding layers b, all of the same 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Three-port representation of laminated PBE. 
 
length l . The cross-section of each layer is rectangular and the full cross-
section is symmetric with respect to the y  and z  axes. The layers have 
heights ah , bh  and ch , widths aw , bw  and cw , and cross-sectional areas 

aa whA �a , bbb whA �  and ccc whA � . The total cross-sectional area is 

cba AAAA ��� 22 . The material of the piezoelectric layers is assumed to 
be elastic with a closed-circuit Young’s modulus aE , while the materials 
forming the bonding layers and the core are assumed to be visco-elastic with 
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complex moduli � 	�bE  and � 	�cE . As special cases, one or both of the lat-
ter materials may be considered elastic by taking their complex moduli to be 
real-valued and constant. It is also assumed that initially plane cross-sections 
remain plane and that the stress is uni-axial in the direction x . Therefore, the 
effective complex modulus of the PBE is AEAEAEAE ccbbaa )22( ��� . 
Likewise, the effective density of the PBE is 

AAAA ccbbaa )22( ���� ��� , where a� , b�  and c�  are the densities 
of the piezoelectric, bonding and core layers. 

The piezoelectric material is assumed to be polarized in the direction z  
and to show linear electromechanical responses. The electrical fields be-
tween the electrodes on the upper and lower faces of the piezoelectric layers 
are assumed to be parallel to the z  axis. The electric displacement field is 
assumed to depend on x  and � , while the electric field is assumed to de-
pend on �  alone. The electrodes of the piezoelectric layers are assumed to 
be connected in parallel in such a way that these layers are deformed in 
phase when a voltage is applied to the electrical port. The effects of strains in 
the transverse directions are neglected. The constitutive equations of the ma-
terial forming the piezoelectric layers a are given by the two Eqs. (2), while 
those for the materials forming the bonding layers b and the core c are 

 

b

b

b
b A

N
E

e
ˆ1ˆ � ,            

c

c

c
c A

N
E

e
ˆ1ˆ � ,               (5) 

 
where � 	�,ˆ xNb  and � 	�,ˆ xNc  are the normal forces acting within these lay-
ers and � 	�,ˆ xeb  and � 	�,ˆ xec  are the corresponding strains. In addition, the 
current applied to the electrodes of the two piezoelectric layers is 

 

aQ�i ˆi20̂ � ,            �
�

�
2

2

dˆˆ
l
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where )(ˆ �aQ  is the free charge. The equation of axial motion is 
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the condition of compatibility is 
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The boundary conditions are 
 

)(ˆ),2(ˆ
1 �� NlN �� ,     )(ˆ),2(ˆ 1 �� vlv �� ,      (7c,d) 

 
)(ˆ),2(ˆ

2 �� NlN � ,     )(ˆ),2(ˆ 2 �� vlv �  ,            (7e,f) 
 

where ),(ˆ),(ˆ2),(ˆ2),(ˆ ���� xNxNxNxN cba ���  is the total normal 
force, ),(ˆ),(ˆ),(ˆ),(ˆ ���� xexexexe cba ���  is the effective axial strain and 

),(ˆ �xv  is the corresponding particle velocity. Using the above definitions 
and solving Eqs. (2) and (5)-(7) for the generalized forces 0Û , 1N̂  and 2N̂  
in terms of the generalized velocities 0̂i , 1v̂  and 2v̂ , similar expressions to 
that given in Eq.(3) are obtained for the specific PBE, viz.,  
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where )1(2 22

a
M
aa kZk ���  and )1( 2

aa
E
aaaa khZdEA ��� . Here �E

aZ  

aC�i1  is the electrical impedance of a single mechanically unloaded piezo-
electric layer with capacitance aaaa hlwC �� , �M

aZ  �iaK  is the quasi-
static mechanical impedance of a single electrically short-circuited piezo-
electric layer with stiffness lEAK aaa � , and aaaa Edk �22 �  is the piezo-
electric coupling coefficient. In addition, cAEZ M

ch �  is the characteristic 
impedance, 2/1)( �Ec �  is the wave speed and c�� i�  is the wave propa-
gation coefficient characterizing the wave motion within the PBE. Based on 
the definition of these parameters and that of the cross-sectional area A , the 
effective complex modulus E  and the effective density � , the four imped-
ance elements defining the impedance matrix are expressed in terms of 15 
basic parameters, eight out of which relate to the three materials ( aE , a� , 

a� , ad ; bE , b� ; cE , c� ) and seven to the geometry ( ah , aw ; bh , bw ; ch , 

cw ; l ) of the PBE. Comparison between Eqs. (8) and (3) give the indepen-
dent elements of the impedance matrix Z  as 
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If the layers b and c are elastic, then E , c  and M

chZ  will be real and 
these impedance elements will therefore be imaginary. This means that the 
impedance matrix is imaginary, which confirms that this laminated PBE is 
free from losses. The terms )tanh(/ lZ M

ch �  and )sinh(/ lZ M
ch �  denote wheth-

er the response of the PBE is dynamic or quasi-static. At angular frequencies 
lc /��� , both terms approach �i/K , where lAEK /�  is the stiffness of 

the PBE and the response of the PBE is quasi-static. 

2.4. Generation of waves 
Let the PBE constitute a part of a long elastic or visco-elastic bar, and exam-
ine how extensional waves are generated when the PBE is driven with an in-
put voltage 0Û . The external parts of the bar are assumed to be semi-infinite 
and to have equal characteristic impedances � 	 � 	 �� �� 21 ZZ  
� � 2/1

111 )(�� EA  as shown in Fig. 4, where 1A , 1�  and )(1 �E  are the area, 
density and complex modulus of the external parts of the bar, respectively. 

The driving voltage produces a current 0̂i  and generates extensional 
waves which propagate away from the PBE in opposite directions. Because 
of the symmetry, these waves are associated with the same normal force 
� 	�GN̂  at the two mechanical interfaces. In the absence of waves propa-

gating towards the PBE, this force can be related to the interface forces and 
velocities by the continuity conditions 
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Figure 4. Generation of extensional waves in a long visco-elastic or elastic bar. In-
teraction of PBE and bar at mechanical interfaces. 
 

As 12
ˆˆ NN �  and 12 ˆˆ vv �� , the last two of the three scalar Eqs. (3) are 

the same. Therefore, Eqs. (3) and (10) provide six independent equations for 
the six unknowns 0̂i , 1v̂ , 2v̂ , 1N̂ , 2N̂  and GN̂ . Solving for 0̂i  and GN̂ , one 
obtains 
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The corresponding strain generated is 11

ˆˆ EANe GG � , and the internal (in-
put) impedance of the PBE-bar assembly is 00

ˆ/ˆ iUZ E
int � , i.e., 

 

11211

2
01

00
2

ZZZ
Z

ZZ E
int ��

�� .               (13) 

 
This parameter depends on the four impedances characterizing the PBE and 
on the characteristic impedance of the external parts of the bar. The equiva-
lent electrical circuit is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5. Equivalent electrical circuit for PBE driven by input voltage 0Û . 
 

As regards the conservation of energy in the wave generation process, it 
is established in Paper I that 

 
020 WWG �� ,                   (14) 

 

where � 	 � 	�
�

��
� ttitUW d000  is the electrical energy supplied by the amplifi-

er to the PBE and � 	�
�

��
�� ttvtNWG d)( 22  is the mechanical energy associ-

ated with each of the two waves generated. The equality in Eq. (14) holds if 
the effective complex modulus E  of the PBE is real.  

The issue of energy conservation in the wave generation process is treat-
ed also in Paper III by temporarily considering the assembly to consist of a 
lossless PBE with an imaginary impedance matrix, ijij XZ i� , and an elastic 
bar with a real characteristic impedance 11 RZ � . An example of a PBE of 
this kind is the laminated one in Fig. 3 with elastic bonding and core layers b 
and c. The input voltage to the PBE is considered to be harmonic and the 
Fourier transforms are interpreted as complex effective amplitudes. The av-
erage electrical power supplied to the assembly will then be 

�0P � 	 2
0̂Re iZ E

int  and the average energy flux of each of the two waves gen-

erated in the bar will be � 	 2

1
ˆ/1 GG NRP � . Therefore, the ratio 0/ PPp GG �  

can be determined using Eqs. (11)-(13) with 11 RZ �  and ijij XZ i� . The re-
sult is 2/1�Gp  or 
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02
1 PPG � ,                    (15) 

 
which confirms that energy is conserved. 

2.5. Linear power amplifier 
Figure 6 shows the equivalent electrical circuit of the PBE-bar assembly 
when the driving voltage 0Û  is supplied by a linear power amplifier with in-
put voltage � 	�inÛ , unloaded gain � 	�G  and output impedance � 	�0Z . 

 

 
 
Figure 6. Generation of extensional waves in a long visco-elastic or elastic bar. 
Equivalent electrical circuit for PBE driven by a linear amplifier with input voltage 

inÛ , voltage gain G  unloaded and output impedance 0Z . 
 
Here the driving voltage can be expressed in terms of the input voltage to the 
amplifier as 

 

inE
int

E
int UG

ZZ
Z

U ˆˆ
0

0 �
� .                 (16) 

 
This expression shows that the voltage gain G  of the unloaded amplifier is 
modified by the factor � 	0/ ZZZ E

int
E
int �  when the amplifier is loaded by the 
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internal (input) impedance E
intZ  of the PBE. In the special case where 

00 �E
intZZ , Eq. (16) becomes inUGU ˆˆ

0 � . 
In Papers I, II and V, the voltage gain is expressed parametrically as 

 

cut

0

i1 ���
�

GG ,                  (17) 

 
where 0G  is the DC gain of the unloaded amplifier and cut�  is the cut-off 
angular frequency at which � 	�G  is 3 dB below its low-frequency limit 

0G . The amplifier is considered to be ideal for the case where 00 �E
intZZ  

and � cut� , viz., 
 

inUGU ˆˆ 0
0 � .                   (18) 

 
Substituting Eq. (16) into (11) and (12), one can express the current 0̂i  

driven into the PBE and the waves GN̂  generated in the bar in terms of the 
input voltage inÛ  to the amplifier. Specializing to the laminated PBE by also 
introducing the impedance elements Eqs. (9), one obtains expressions for, 
e.g., GN̂  and E

intZ  that agree with those given in Paper I. In addition, in the 
case 

 
LRZ �i0 �� ,                   (19) 

 
where R  is the output resistance and L  is the output inductance of the am-
plifier, and by using Eqs. (12) and (17), one can obtain an expression for the 
input voltage inÛ  to the amplifier in terms of the wave generated GN̂  in 
agreement with the time domain expression in Paper II. 

2.6. Power amplifier with constrained output current 
Now consider the power amplifier loaded with the internal impedance E

intZ , 
defined by Eq. (13), of the PBE-bar assembly shown in Fig. 7. The amplifier 
is defined by its current constraint max0min )( itii ��  and its voltage gain, 
given by Eq. (17). The output impedance of the amplifier is assumed here to 
be negligible in comparison with the internal impedance of the PBE-bar as-
sembly. 
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Figure 7. Equivalent electrical circuit of power amplifier with constrained output 
current loaded by internal impedance E

intZ  of PBE-bar assembly. 
 

Based on the amplifier model, the input voltage )(ˆ �inU  to the amplifier 
produces the voltage )(ˆ)()(ˆ ��� ins UGU �  of an ideal internal source, as 
shown. Under the assumption that 0)( �tU in  for 0�t , this voltage can be 
expressed as 

 

� ���
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t
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0

)(0
cut d)()( cut !!� !�             (20) 

 
in the time domain. The output voltage and current of the amplifier in the 
linear and non-linear regimes are 

 
)()(0 tUtU s� ,            max0min )( itii �� ,           (21) 

 
 

)()()(0 tUtUtU cs �� ,            max0 )( iti �  or mini ,        (22) 
 

respectively. Therefore, the transitions from the linear to the non-linear re-
gimes and vice versa occur when max0 )( iti �  or mini  and when 0)( �tU c , 
respectively. 

Using Eqs. (9), one can express the time-domain equivalent of Eq. (11) 
as  
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or conversely 
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where clttr �  is the wave transit time through the PBE. 

As the input voltage inU  to the amplifier is zero for times less than zero, 
the same is true for the responses sU , cU , 0U , 0i  and GN .The wave gener-
ation process therefore starts in the linear regime max0min )( itii �� . Initially, 

)(0 tU  is thus obtained from Eqs. (20) and (21), and )(0 ti  from Eq. (23). If 
at some time max0 )( iti �  or mini , a transition to the corresponding non-linear 
regime will occur. From this time onwards, the continuous function )(0 tU  is 
obtained by solving the difference-differential equation (24) with max0 )( iti �  
or mini  in successive time intervals with the length trt . The voltage )(tU c  is 
obtained by using Eqs. (20) and (22), and if at any time 0)( �tU c , a transi-
tion back to the linear regime will occur. 

In both the linear and non-linear regimes, the strain wave generated Ge  
is obtained from the corresponding force GN̂  according to Eq. (12). 

2.7. Damping of waves 
Let the PBE again constitute part of a long visco-elastic bar with characteris-
tic impedance � 	 � 	�� 21 ZZ � , but now let the electrical port be shunted by 
an external impedance load � 	�0Z  as shown in Fig. 8. In addition, let an in-
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cident wave propagating towards the PBE be represented by the normal 
force � 	�IN̂  at the first mechanical interface, and consider the generation of  

 

 
 
Figure 8. Damping of extensional waves in a long visco-elastic or elastic bar. Inter-
action of PBE and bar at mechanical interfaces. 
 
a voltage 0Û  and a current 0̂i�  at the electric port, and reflected and trans-
mitted waves � 	�RN̂  and � 	�TN̂  at the first and second mechanical inter-
faces, respectively. The forces associated with the three waves can be related 
to the interface forces and velocities by the continuity conditions 
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The voltage and current at the electrical port are related by 

 
� 	000

ˆˆ iZU �� .                 (25e) 
 

Here Eqs. (3) and (25) yield eight independent equations for the eight 
unknowns 0̂i , 1v̂ , 2v̂ , 0Û , 1N̂ , 2N̂ , RN̂  and TN̂ . Solving first for 0Û  and 

0̂i� , one obtains 
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Figure 9. Damping of extensional waves in a long visco-elastic or elastic bar. 
Equivalent electrical circuit for PBE feeding shunted impedance load 0Z . 
 
The first of these equations can be rewritten as 
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where � 	�E

intZ  is the internal (output) impedance given by Eq. (13) and 
� 	�intÛ  is the internal voltage generated by the incident wave. The equiva-

lent electrical circuit is shown in Fig. 9. Solving also for RN̂  and TN̂ , one 
obtains 
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and the corresponding reflected and transmitted strains are 11
ˆˆ EANe RR �  

and 11
ˆˆ EANe TT � , while the incident strain is 11

ˆˆ EANe II � . 
The energy delivered to the external load 0Z  at time t  is 
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where 0P  is the power, and the energies associated with the complete inci-
dent, reflected and transmitted waves are 
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respectively. The energy dissipated in the external load after long time is 

)(0 ��WWD , and the relative energy dissipation is defined as 
 

I

D
D W

W
w � .                    (31) 

 
Temporarily, let the assembly consist of a lossless PBE with an imagi-

nary impedance matrix ijij XZ i�  and an elastic bar with a real characteristic 
impedance 11 RZ � . The incident wave is assumed to be harmonic and the 
Fourier transforms are again taken to be complex effective amplitudes. Let 
the impedance of the external load 000 iXRZ ��  be chosen as the complex 
conjugate of the internal impedance E

intZ  in order to maximize the supply of 
electrical power to the load, i.e., E

intZZ �0 . The average energy flux of the 
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incident wave is therefore �IP � 	 2

1
ˆ/1 INR , and those of the reflected and 

transmitted waves are � 	 2

1
ˆ/1 RR NRP �  and �TP � 	 2

1
ˆ/1 TNR , respective-

ly. Due to the impedance matching, the electrical average power dissipated 

in the load can be expressed as �DP  � 	 2

int0 2/ˆ/1 UR . The ratios �Rp  

IR PP / , ITT PPp /�  and IDD PPp /�  can therefore be determined using 
Eqs. (13), (27b) and (28) with 11 RZ � , ijij XZ i�  and �0R � 	E

intZRe . The 
result is 4/1�� TR pp  and 2/1�Dp . Therefore 
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which confirms that energy is conserved. Under the conditions assumed to 
exist here, the reflected and transmitted waves turn out to have equal magni-
tudes and opposite phases, 
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3. Experiments 

3.1. Identification of power amplifier 
In the wave generation tests, the PBE is driven by a linear power amplifier as 
shown in Fig. 10, however with a current constraint. The amplifier is charac-
terized by its unloaded voltage gain � 	�G  and its output impedance � 	�0Z  
along with the current constraint. The electrical impedance of the loading 
PBE is � 	�Z E

int . The input voltage to the amplifier is inÛ  and the output 
voltage and current are 0Û  and 0̂i , respectively. 
 

 
 
Figure 10. Equivalent circuit of linear power amplifier driving PBE. The voltage 
gain of the unloaded amplifier is � 	�G  and its output impedance is � 	�0Z . The 

load impedance provided by the PBE is � 	�E
intZ . 

 
A linear power amplifier was used to drive the PBE in the wave genera-

tion experiments. This amplifier has an output current constraint of 200 mA. 
Therefore its response will be linear only if the input voltage and the load 
impedance are such that the output current meets this constraint. The DC 
voltage gain of the unloaded amplifier was continuously variable from zero 
to 20. In all identification and wave generation tests, the gain control was 
kept in the same position corresponding to a gain of approximately 12. The 
input voltage to the amplifier was provided by a signal generation card. 

Within its linear range, the power amplifier is characterised by its volt-
age gain when unloaded G  and its output impedance 0Z  as illustrated in 
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Fig. 10. These complex-valued functions of frequency were identified non-
parametrically as follows. The amplifier was loaded with each of a series of 
ten precision resistors nR  with 10-300 �  resistances. With each of these 
loads, the amplifier was subjected to a transient input voltage � 	tU in  taken to 
be an approximately rectangular pulse with a duration of 8 �s . In each of 
these tests, the amplitude of the input voltage was selected so that the output 
current of the amplifier would not exceed the 200 mA limit. The output volt-
age was reduced by a factor of 21 in a voltage divider consisting of two pre-
cision resistors with 5 and 100 k�  resistances. The input voltage and the re-
duced output voltage were recorded by means of a digital oscilloscope card. 
The sampling rate was 10 MHz, and no filters were used. All identification 
tests were carried out at room temperature. 

Replacing E
intZ  by nR  in Fig. 10, the output current 0̂i  can be expressed 

in two ways as )/(ˆ/ˆˆ
000 ninn RZUGRUi ��� . At each discrete frequency 

� , this leads to the over-determined linear system of ten equations 
 

1)/1()ˆ/ˆ( 00 �� ZRGUU nnin ,          �n 1, 2, …,10        (34) 
 

for the two unknowns G  and 0Z . This system can be written as bBp � , 
where B  is a 210�  matrix, p  is a 12�  column vector with the two 
unknowns as elements, and b  is a 110�  column vector with each element 
equal to one. The best solution of this system in the sense of least squares 
gives the non-parametric estimate of � 	�G  and � 	�0Z . This is given by 

bBp ��LS , where *1)( BBBB * �� �  is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse 
matrix and T* BB �  is the adjoint (conjugate and transposed) matrix of B . 
The normalized error is defined as bbrr ** /�" , where bBpr �� LS . 

The parameters 0G , cutcut 2 f#� � , R  and L  of the power amplifier 
model defined by Eqs. (17) and (19) were estimated from the non-parametric 
results obtained for � 	�G  and � 	�0Z . The DC gain of the unloaded amplifi-
er 0G  was estimated by averaging � 	� ��GRe  in the � �10,0  kHz frequency 
interval. The cut-off angular frequency cut�  was obtained from 
� 	 2/0

cut GG �� . The resistance R  and the inductance L  were estimated 
by using the least squares method in the � �100,10  kHz frequency interval. 
The values obtained for parameters cutf , R  and L  were used in the wave 
generation tests in Paper II, while only cutf  was used in Paper V, where R  
and L  were taken to be zero. 
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3.2. Generation of waves 
The experimental set-up used in the wave generation tests described in Pa-
pers II and V is shown in Fig. 11. 
 

 
 
Figure 11. Experimental set-up for generation of waves. Lengths in mm. 
 

In all wave generation tests, an aluminium bar with length 2.80 m, 
height �1h 4.0 mm and width �1w 4.0 mm was used. Within the PBE, the 
bar was milled symmetrically on two opposite sides over a distance of 95.4 
mm to height �ch 1.02 mm, while its width �cw 4.0 mm was left the same 
as that of the rest of the bar. The material of the bar had a Young’s modulus 

691 �E GPa, a Poisson’s ratio �1$ 0.30 and a density �1� 2 700 3mkg . 
Three piezoelectric plates with length 31.8 mm, height 0.66�ah  mm 

and 4.6�aw  mm were placed in each milled slot and bonded. They were 
mechanically in contact with each other, and connected electrically in paral-
lel, so that they formed a compound plate with length 4.950 �l  mm. During 
the bonding process, care was taken to achieve very thin bonding layers, and 
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the thickness of these layers was later found to be of the order of 0.02 mm. 
The piezoelectric material of the plates had a short-circuited Young’s modu-
lus 66�aE  GPa, a density �a� 7800 3mkg , a piezo-electric constant 

12
31 10190 �%��� dd a  Vm  and a permittivity �a�  8106.1 �%  As/Vm. 

The dimensions and material properties of the PBE gave the following 
corresponding parameters. The wave speed was �1c 5 050 m/s in the bar 
and �c 3 300 m/s in the PBE. The wave transit time through the PBE was 
�trt 28.9 �s . The characteristic impedance was �1Z 219 Ns/m in the bar 

and �M
chZ 254 Ns/m in the PBE. The capacitance of an unloaded compound 

actuator was 7.14�aC  nF, and the piezoelectric coupling coefficient was 
�2

ak 0.150. 
The bar was kept vertical, clamped at its upper end at a distance of 950 

mm from the upper end of the PBE and free at its lower end. In the lower 
part of the bar, at a distance of �a 800 mm from the lower end of the PBE, 
the bar was instrumented with three semi-conductor strain gauges, two with 
axial orientation placed opposite to each other, and one with a transverse ori-
entation. The relatively large distance from the PBE to the instrumented sec-
tion of the bar was chosen in order to reduce the electromagnetic noise from 
the PBE picked up by the strain gauges. For the same reason, the PBE and 
the strain gauges were surrounded by Faraday cages grounded together with 
the bar. 

The two compound piezoelectric plates, which were electrically in paral-
lel, were driven by the power amplifier. This amplifier was assumed to be 
linear as long as the current drawn from it was between the limits 

mA200min ��i  and mA200max �i . 
Each strain gauge was connected to a bridge amplifier with a bandwidth 

of 100 kHz (3dB). Before the arrival of waves reflected by the ends of the 
bar, the input and output voltages � 	tUin  and � 	tU 0  of the power amplifier, 
the axial strains � 	teax�  and � 	teax�� , and the transverse strain � 	tetr  were re-
corded by means of the digital oscilloscope card. No filters were used, and 
the sampling rate was 10 MHz. In order to record the output voltage � 	tU 0  
of the power amplifier, it was reduced by a factor of 21 by means of a volt-
age divider consisting of two precision resistors with 5 and 100 k�  resis-
tances. 

In spite of the precautions taken, each of the three strains measured was 
contaminated with electromagnetic noise from the pulse generation process. 
With a favourable orientation of the bar, the electromagnetic noise eme  was 
minimized and equalized, i.e., it was the same in each strain measurement. 
Furthermore, contributions from accidental bending be�  to the axial strains 
measured were of the same magnitude but had opposite signs. Under these 
conditions, the three strains measured can be expressed as 
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bemax eeee ���� 1 , bemax eeee ����� 1 , and emtr eee ��� 11$ . Therefore, re-
moving the contributions of both electromagnetic noise and bending, the 
strain )(1 te  can be assessed numerically from the expressions 
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ee
e

����
� ,            (35) 

 
where, for the case of the bar being elastic, the strain 1e  can be related to the 
generated strain Ge  at the PBE-bar interfaces as 

 
)/()( 11 catete G �� .                 (36) 

 
Two wave generation tests with the power amplifier operating in its line-

ar range were carried out at room temperature, as described in Paper II. In 
these tests, prescribed strain waves, which were bell-shaped with amplitude 
7 � and duration 8.572 �trt  �s and single period sine with amplitude 5 � 
and duration 6.1154 �trt  �s, were generated after calculating and imple-
menting the amplifier input voltages required. Two wave generation tests 
with the power amplifier operating outside its linear range were carried out 
at room temperature in order to investigate the influence of amplifier non-
linearity, as described in Paper V. Two voltage step functions with ampli-
tudes of 5 V and 9 V were used as the amplifier inputs. 

During all wave generation experiments, the DC-gain of the amplifier 
0G  was set to approximately 12 and the current )(0 ti  was obtained numeri-

cally from the recorded output voltage )(0 tU  and also numerically filtered 
by use of a second order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 100 
kHz. The implemented output current was therefore based on measurements, 
theory and filtering. 

3.3. Damping of waves 
The experimental set-up used here is shown in Fig. 12. 

An aluminium bar with length 3.00 m, height �1h 4.0 mm and width 
�1w 4.0 mm was used. Within the PBE, the bar was milled symmetrically 

on two opposite sides over a distance of  95.4 mm in length to height 
�ch 3.4 mm, while its width �� 1wwc 4.0 mm was left the same as that of 

the rest of the bar. The material of which the bar was made had a Young’s 
modulus 691 �E  GPa and a density �1� 2 700 3mkg . 
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Figure 12. Experimental set-up for damping of waves. 
 

In each milled slot, three piezoelectric plates with length 31.8 mm, 
height 0.66�ah  mm and 4.6�aw  mm were bonded. These plates were me-
chanically in contact with each other, and they were connected electrically in 
parallel so that they formed a piezoelectric plate with a length 4.95�l  mm. 
An epoxy adhesive was used as the bonding material, and care was taken to 
achieve very thin bonding layers. The thickness of these layers was found to 
be about 0.03 mm. The piezoelectric material forming the plates had a 
closed-circuit Young’s modulus 66�aE  GPa, a density �a� 7800 3mkg , 
a permittivity 8106.1 �%�a�  As/Vm and a piezoelectric constant �ad  

�� 31d 1210190 �%  Vm . 
The dimensions and material properties of the PBE-bar assembly gave 

the following corresponding parameters. The wave speed was �1c 5 050 m/s 
in the bar and �c 3 800 m/s in the PBE. The wave transit time through the 
PBE was �trt 25.0 �s. The characteristic impedance was �1Z 219 Ns/m in 
the bar and �M

chZ 392 Ns/m in the PBE. The capacitance of an unloaded 
compound piezoelectric plate was 7.14�aC  nF, and the piezoelectric cou-
pling coefficient was �2k 0.150. 

The bar was placed horizontally on supports covered with Teflon layers 
in order to reduce the friction. Strain waves were generated at one end of the 
bar by axial impact. The striker had the same cross-section as the bar and 
was made of the same material. It was 50 mm in length. A strain pulse with a 
length of approximately 100 mm and a duration of 20 �s was therefore gen-
erated in the bar as the result of the impact. The striker was accelerated by 
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means of a spring, and to avoid generation of bending waves, it was accu-
rately guided. 

A resistor 0R  in series with an inductor 0L  constituted the external load 
�� 00 RZ 0i L�  In the study described in Paper IV, three different inductors 

were used, each of them with seven different resistors. Each of these resis-
tors was connected in series with a fixed 4.2 �  resistor, which was used to 
determine the current through the load. For the specific load inductance, 
�0L 1050 �H , the total resistances of the series combinations of the two re-

sistors, the inductor and the cables were measured and found to be in the in-
terval from �0R 57.1 to 1492 �. 

On both sides of the PBE, at a distance �a 200 mm from each interface, 
the bar was instrumented with resistive strain gauge pairs connected to the 
bridge amplifiers used in the wave generation experiments. The connections 
were such that axially symmetric strains could be measured, while the ef-
fects of accidental bending in the xz  plane was suppressed. In addition, at a 
distance 100 mm from the interface on the impacted side of the PBE, the bar 
was instrumented with two resistive strain gauge pairs connected to bridge 
amplifiers of the same type as above. The connections were such that the 
strains due to bending in the xy  and xz  planes could be monitored, while 
the effects of axially symmetric strain waves were suppressed. The shunt 
calibration method was used. The voltage generated )(0 tU  was reduced by a 
factor of 21 by means of a resistive voltage divider before being recorded. 
The current )(0 ti  was determined from the recorded voltage across a fixed 
resistor as described above. 

Before the arrival of reflected waves from the ends of the bar, the strains 
)(teI� , )(teR�  and )(teT�  associated with the incident, reflected and transmit-

ted waves at the strain gauge positions and the voltage )(0 tU  and current 
)(0 ti  were recorded by use of the digital oscilloscope card. No filters were 

used, and the sampling rate was 10 MHz. All tests were carried out at room 
temperature. The strains measured were referred to the PBE interfaces 
through the relations �)(teI )/( 1cateI �� , �)(teR )/( 1cateR ��  and 

)/()( 1catete TT ��� . 
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Theoretical model 
A straight bar element containing axially oriented piezoelectric members, re-
ferred to as the PBE, was viewed here as a linear system with one electrical 
and two mechanical interfaces or ports, as described in Paper III. Its interac-
tions with external devices were described in terms of the voltage and cur-
rent at the electrical port and the forces and velocities at the mechanical 
ports. As far as these interactions are concerned, and since symmetry and 
reciprocity were assumed to exist, it was established that the properties of 
the PBE can be defined by four elements of a 33�  impedance matrix. These 
elements have been derived for a specific laminated PBE, which was studied 
theoretically in Papers I and III and experimentally in Papers II, IV and V. 
The three-port model for the PBE was applied to the generation and damping 
of extensional waves in a long bar. 

The main advantages of the three-port approach stem from the fact that 
the dynamic and mechanical characteristics of the PBE do not depend on the 
external devices used or on whether it is used as an actuator or a sensor. The 
dynamics are described by the three scalar Eqs. (3) for any PBE considered, 
while the characteristics of a specific PBE are defined by specific expres-
sions for the four elements defining the impedance matrix. On the one hand, 
therefore, results involving different environments or intended for different 
uses can be obtained without specifying the PBE. The case of the mechanical 
environment of an elastic or visco-elastic bar was addressed here by studying 
the generation and damping of extensional waves. In these examples, the 
PBE was used as an actuator driven by a power amplifier and as a sensor 
shunted by an electrical impedance, respectively. On the other hand, the 
characteristics of a specific PBE can be determined without referring to its 
environment or the use for which it is intended. This possibility was illustrat-
ed by determining the impedance elements of a specific laminated PBE. 

When results are to be derived for a certain environment and use of a 
general PBE, a few equations for the external devices have to be added to the 
three scalar Eqs. (3). This was illustrated here in the case of the generation 
and damping of extensional waves. To account for the mechanical environ-
ment of an elastic or visco-elastic bar, for example, the five Eqs. (10) and 
(16) were added in the first case and the five Eqs. (25) in the second case. 
Adding equations of this kind results in linear systems of equations which 
can be solved to obtain the voltage, current, forces and velocities. From the 
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solutions giving the voltage and current, the internal impedance of the PBE 
can be determined. It is worth noting that determining the four impedance el-
ements, which appear in coefficients of the linear equations, is much more 
involved than solving the linear system of equations. It generally requires 
solving partial differential equations. Therefore, there are good reasons for 
treating the two problems separately. 

The case of a specific PBE, namely the laminated one shown in Fig. 3, 
was studied here as an example. This PBE consisted of a pair of piezoelec-
tric layers, a pair of bonding layers and a core, all occupying the full length 
of the PBE. Other cases to which the three-port model applies may have ad-
ditional piezoelectric, elastic or visco-elastic pairs of layers, and these pairs 
may have different lengths. In addition, the constitutive proper-ties of the 
materials of which the pairs of piezoelectric layers are made may differ and 
the geometrical and material properties of the cross-sections may also vary 
in the axial direction. On the basis of the assumption of plane cross-sections 
and one-dimensional wave propagation, the impedance ele-ments of com-
plex PBEs can be determined using the method described here although the 
analysis may tend to be more complex than in the example. 

The assumption that initially plane cross-sections remain plane means 
that the effects of shear deformation on the bonding layers is neglected. This 
can be justified when the bonding layers are very thin or the bonding materi-
al is very stiff, or both. It is worth noting that the effects of axial stiffness 
and inertia, which are taken into account here in the case of the laminated 
PBE, may be significant even if those of the shear deformation are not. This 
is the case if the modulus and the density of the bonding layers are high 
enough. The use of one-dimensional analysis requires the significant wave 
lengths to be large in comparison with the transverse dimensions. In experi-
mental studies (Papers II, IV and V) on a laminated PBE of the same type as 
that studied in the present example, good agreement was found to exist be-
tween the experimental and theoretical results when one-dimensional analy-
sis was used and the effects of the bonding layers were neglected. 

The consistency of the models developed here was confirmed by consid-
ering balances of electrical power and the energy fluxes associated with har-
monic waves in a lossless PBE and an elastic bar. First it was established 
that such a PBE corresponded to an impedance matrix with imaginary ele-
ments. In the process of symmetric wave generation, the electrical input 
power was then found to be equally partitioned between the energy fluxes 
associated with the two harmonic waves generated in the bar. In the equiva-
lent electrical circuit shown in Fig. 5, the power dissipated in the resistive 
part of the internal impedance E

intZ  corresponds to the sum of these energy 
fluxes. Likewise, in the wave damping process, under the additional condi-
tion of electrical impedance matching, it was established that half of the me-
chanical input power is dissipated in the impedance load, and that one quar-
ter of it is made up of the energy fluxes associated with each of the reflected 
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and transmitted waves. In the equivalent electrical circuit shown in Fig. 9, 
the power dissipated in the resistive part of the internal impedance E

intZ  cor-
responds to the sum of these energy fluxes. 

It may appear surprising that in the wave damping process, the distribu-
tion of power does not dependent on any conditions other than those men-
tioned above. In particular, it may seem strange that the power �DP  

� 	 2

int0 2/ˆ/1 UR  dissipated in the resistive part 0R  of the load remains the 

same even in the limit of vanishing piezoelectricity, i.e., 0 ad  which 
means that 0i 0101  � XZ . However, this situation can be explained by the 
condition for impedance matching, E

intZZ �0 . Due to the assumption that 
this condition is fulfilled, the resistive part of the load is 2

010 XR & , and the 

voltage across this part of the load is &2/ˆ
intU 01X . The power dissipated 

therefore does not depend on 01X . In practice, the validity of this indepen-
dence is limited as the resistive part of the load cannot be arbitrarily small. 

A central feature of the model is the internal impedance of the PBE-bar 
assembly E

intZ  described by Eq. (13), which was shown to be the same in 
both applications studied, i.e. those involving the generation and damping of 
waves (Paper III). The process of wave generation for the specific PBE 
under consideration was simulated in Paper I in cases where the PBE core 
and the external parts of the bar were takent to be elastic with a Young’s 
modulus e

c EE �  as well as visco-elastic with a complex modulus �cE  
)i()i( crcrcre ttttttE �� �� , where rt  and ct  are relaxation and creep 

time constants and cr tt �  in line with the three-parameter visco-elastic solid 
model [25]. In both cases, the dimensionless internal impedance 

refa
E
int

E
int tCZZ 2~
�  was simulated as a function of the dimensionless fre-

quency refftf �~ , where e
ref clt � , ec  is the wave speed in the PBE for 

the case e
c EE �  and #� 2�f  is frequency. This impedance is shown in 

Fig. 13(a) in the case of the elastic bar and in Fig 13(b) in that of the visco-
elastic bar for the characteristic dimensionless parameters 3/ 1 �e

aa EAEA , 
�11/ �� AA aa  1.7, 1/ 1 �AAc , 15.02 �k , 25.0�ref

r tt  and 50.0�ref
c tt . 

In both cases, the internal impedance E
intZ~  has a relatively small real part 

which is non-negative, � 	 E
int

E
int ZZ ~~Re0 ��� , and a relatively large imaginary 

part which is negative, � 	 E
int

E
int ZZ ~~Im0 '�� . 
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In the elastic case, anti-resonance occurs at the frequencies nf n �
~ , �n 1, 

2, 3, …, which are the zeroes of � 	E
intZ~Re . These frequencies correspond to 

periods that are 1, 1/2, 1/3, … transit times through the PBE and wave- 
 

 
 
Figure 13. Dependence on dimensionless frequency f~  of dimensionless internal 

impedance E
intZ~  for (a) elastic bar and (b) visco-elastic bar. 

 
lengths that are 1, 1/2, 1/3, … of the length l  of this region. At these fre-
quencies, the internal impedance is imaginary � 	21~i/1~ kZ E

int �� �  (Paper I), 
and during wave generation, the average power supplied by the amplifier to 
the PBE is zero. It was also established in Paper I that during wave genera-
tion at these frequencies, both the normal forces 21

ˆˆ NN �  and the particle 
velocities 21 ˆˆ vv ��  are zero at the PBE-bar interfaces. This means that no 
work is performed by the PBE at these interfaces and that no waves are gen-
erated in the external parts of the bar. Therefore, there are no external losses 
associated with the vibrations of the PBE. In addition, there are no internal 
losses as the materials constituting the PBE are elastic. This total absence of 
losses explains the perfect sharpness and depth to zero of the minima of 
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� 	E
intZ~Re  at the anti-resonance frequencies. Between these frequencies, the 

function � 	E
intZ~Re  has local maxima which decrease with increasing frequen-

cy. 
In the elastic case under consideration, with � 	 E

int
E
int ZZ ~~Re0 ���  and 

� 	 E
int

E
int ZZ ~~Im0 '�� , the internal impedance at the anti-resonance frequen-

cies can be used to approximate the imaginary part of the internal impedance 
at all frequencies, i.e., � 	 � 	21~/1~Im a

E
int kZ ��' � . In dimensional terms, 

� 	'E
intZIm � 	 aa Ck 212/1 �� � , which shows that the imaginary part of the in-

ternal impedance can be represented by a capacitance � 	 aa CkC 212 �' . This 
capacitance can be regarded as the capacitance aC2  in series with a capaci-
tance � 	 22 /12 aaa kkC �  which is aC2((  if 12 ��ak . 

In the visco-elastic case, the behaviour of the internal impedance 
� 	�E

intZ~  between antiresonance frequencies is similar to that observed in the 
elastic case. However, the minima in � 	E

intZ~Re  are less sharp and deep in the 
visco-elastic case than in the elastic case, and consequently power is sup-
plied by the amplifier to the PBE at all non-zero frequencies during the wave 
generation process. This power supply results from the fact that waves are 
generated at all non-zero frequencies, including the antiresonant ones, as 
well as from the visco-elastic losses occurring in the PBE. 

4.2. Identification of amplifier 
The results of the identification of the linear power amplifier used in the 
wave generation tests are shown in Fig. 14. The DC gain of the unloaded 
amplifier and the 3 dB cut-off frequency were estimated to be 0G  = 12.1 and 
�cutf  82 kHz, respectively. As regards the magnitude of the gain G  of the 

unloaded amplifier, the parametric, Eq. (17), and non-parametric results 
were found to agree well up to more than 100 kHz. However, the parametric 
results obtained on the real and imaginary parts of this gain were somewhat 
higher and lower in magnitude, respectively, than the corresponding non-
parametric results. The output resistance and the output inductance of the 
amplifier were estimated to be �R 8.1 �  and �L 2.4 � H, respectively. 
The parametric and non-parametric results obtained on both the real and the 
imaginary parts of the output impedance 0Z , were found to be fairly similar 
up to more than 100 kHz, which suffices here. At higher frequencies, the 
non-parametric results become irregular. The reason is that the Fourier 
transform � 	�inÛ  of the rectangular input pulse � 	tU in  to the amplifier is 
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zero at frequencies that are integral multiples of the inverse of the pulse 
width 8 s� . The excitation occurring in the identification tests was therefore 

 

 
Figure 14. Identification of amplifier. (a) Voltage gain G , (b) output impedance 0Z  
and (c) minimized error "  versus frequency f . Non-parametric (irregular curves) 
and parametric (smooth curves) results. 
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weak or non-existent at and around 125 kHz. By reducing the pulse width 
further to, e.g. 5 s� , one can move the lowest problematic frequency up to 
200 kHz, which is far beyond the frequency range of interest here. 

For the parameters used in the wave generation experiments presented in 
Section 3.2, the ratio � 	0ZZ/Z/GG E

int
E
int

L ��  between the gain of the loaded 
amplifier and that of the unloaded amplifier versus frequency f  is shown in 
Fig. 15. This ratio shows the effect of the output impedance LRZ �i0 ��  
 

 
 
Figure 15. Ratio GG /L  of the gain of the loaded amplifier to that of the unloaded 
amplifier versus frequency f . 
 
on the gain of the amplifier subjected to the load E

intZ  of the PBE-bar assem-
bly. The frequency dependence of the gain ratio is attributable to the induc-
tive nature of the output impedance and the capacitive nature of the load im-
pedance, which mean that E

int
E
int ZZZ �� 0 . This result shows that the mag-

nitude /GG L , which is equal to one at low frequencies, increased to 1.002 

at 40 kHz and to 1.016 at 100 kHz. At these frequencies, the magnitude G  
of the parametric gain of the unloaded amplifier decreased to 0.90 and 0.63, 
respectively, of its value 0G  at low frequencies. This shows that with the 
amplifier used here, and with the parameters presented in Section 3.2, the ef-
fects of the finite cut-off frequency are significantly larger than those of the 
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finite output impedance. At frequencies below 20 kHz, an ideal amplifier 
model with a constant gain 0GG �  and a zero output impedance �0Z 0 
would be quite accurate. 

4.3. Generation of waves 
Simulated responses of the dimensionless normal force 

)2(~ 0
refaaaaGG UGdEAhNN �  at the PBE-bar interfaces to a unit step in-

put voltage refinin UUU �
~  to the amplifier are shown in Fig. 16 as func- 

 

 
 
Figure 16. Normal force GN~  versus time t~  at PBE/bar interfaces in response to a 

unit step amplifier input voltage for cut-off frequencies (a) �cut
~f  0.01, (b) �cut

~f  

0.1, (c) �cut
~f  1 and (d) �cut

~f  � . The amplitude in each diagram decreases with 

increasing output impedance 0
~Z = 0, 0.1, 1 and 10. 

 
tions of dimensionless time refttt �~  with various combinations of the di-

mensionless cut-off frequency refcutcut tff �
~  and the dimensionless output 

impedance refa tCZZ 2~
00 �  in the elastic case with the parameters shown 
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in Section 4.1. Here refU  is taken as a voltage which characterizes the input 
voltage to the amplifier, i.e. the amplitude, and the output impedance R  is 
taken to be real valued and constant. Similar results on the visco-elastic case 
are presented in Paper I. The force responses show damped oscillatory be-
haviour due to the repeated reflections of waves between the PBE-bar inter-
faces. For infinite cut-off frequency and zero output impedance, the zeroes 
of � 	tN ~~

0  occur at �t~ 0, 1, 2, …, i.e., at distances from each other which are 
equal to the transit time trt  of an elastic wave front crossing the PBE. These 
distances increase and the maximum amplitude decreases with decreasing 
cut-off frequency and increasing output impedance. This is because an in-
crease in the output impedance, like a decrease in the cut-off frequency, 
slows down the response of the loaded amplifier. In the applications under 
consideration, a characteristic response time of the loaded amplifier may be 
taken as the product RCtRC �  of the assumed resistive output impedance R  
of the amplifier and the approximate internal capacitance � 	 aa CkC 212 �'  of 
the PBE, which gives � 	 0

2 ~1~ Zkt aRC �� . Thus, in dimensionless terms, this re-
sponse time is directly proportional to the assumed resistive output imped-
ance. It represents the time required to charge the capacitance C  from zero 
to 63 % of full DC voltage via the resistance R . 

For the system described in Section 3.2, a prescribed bell-shaped strain 
pulse � 	 � 	 � 	� �trtrG tttttete 22/sin)( 2

max ��� ))# , with amplitude maxe  and 
duration trt2  is shown in Fig. 17 (a). Its spectrum is significant only below 
the approximate frequency �' trtf 1 35 kHz as can be seen in Fig 17 (b). 
At this frequency, the wave length in the aluminium bar is '� fc /* 0.14 
m. This wavelength is much larger than the transverse dimension of the bar 
(4 mm), and therefore the one-dimensional model used for the actuator-bar 
assembly can be expected to be valid [26]. 

The results obtained from generation of the prescribed bell-shaped strain 
wave are given in Figs. 18-20. The required and implemented input voltages 

inU  versus time t  and the spectrum of the required input voltage are shown 
in Fig. 18. The implemented voltage is very similar to that required. The 
spectrum is significant up to more than 100 kHz, which means that the out-
put impedance of the amplifier has some influence (see Fig. 15). The re-
quired and implemented output voltages 0U  and output currents 0i  are 
shown versus time t  in Fig. 19. The implemented voltage and current are 
very similar to those required. The maximum output current is well below 
the current limit of 200 mA, which means that the amplifier operated within 
its linear range. All changes in the input voltage, the output voltage, and the 
output current occur within a time interval which is approximately equal to 
the duration 'trt2 58 �s  of the prescribed strain pulse. The prescribed and 
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implemented strains 1e  are shown versus time t  in Fig. 20. As shown by Eq. 
(36), the required strain is just a delayed version of the prescribed strain Ge . 

 

 
 
Figure 17. (a) Prescribed bell-shaped strain pulse and (b) its spectrum. 
 
Although the implemented strain is only about 7 � , it can be seen to be in-
significantly disturbed by noise, and the agreement with the prescribed strain 
is good. Without the considerations and measures underlying Eqs. (35), how-
ever, the level of electromagnetic noise was about 2 � , i.e., it was quite 
comparable to that of the signal. Similar results on the generation of a pre-
scribed single-period sine strain wave are shown in Paper II. 

In the case of the system described in Section 3.2, experimental tests 
were compared with theoretical simulations of wave generation also when 
the driving amplifier was operating beyond its linear range (Paper V). The 
results obtained on the input voltage inU  to the amplifier are shown in Fig. 
21. The theoretical input voltage is a perfect Heaviside step function 

�)(tUin )(max tU )  with amplitude �maxU  9 V, while the experimental input  
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Figure 18. Generation of bell-shaped strain wave. (a) Required and implemented in-
put voltages inU  versus time t . (b) Spectrum of required input voltage. 
 
voltage has the same amplitude but a finite rise time of the order of a micro-
second. The theoretical results obtained on the output voltage, output current 
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and generated strain were based on the theoretical input voltage. Therefore, 
the difference between the theoretical and experimental input voltages gives  
 

 
 
Figure 19. Generation of bell-shaped strain wave. Required and implemented (a) 
output voltage 0U  and (b) output current 0i  versus time t . 
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Figure 20. Generation of bell-shaped strain wave. Prescribed and implemented strain 

1e  versus time t . 

 
 
Figure 21. Theoretical and experimental input voltage inU  to amplifier. Amplitude 
of input voltage 9V. 
 
rise to corresponding deviations between the theoretical and experimental 
output results. 
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The results obtained on the amplifier output voltage 0U  and current 0i  
are presented in Fig. 22. The theoretical results are based on three amplifier 

 
 
Figure 22. (a) Output voltage 0U  of ideal, linear and non-linear amplifier compared 
with experimental output voltage. (b) Output current 0i  of linear and non-linear am-
plifier compared with experimental output current. 
 
models referred to as non-linear, linear and ideal. The non-linear amplifier 
model is the one with current constraint described in Section 2.6. The linear 
amplifier model is obtained from the non-linear one by removing its current 
constraints (current limits �� mini  and  maxi  � ). Lastly, the ideal am-
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plifier model is obtained from the linear one by removing its dynamics (cut-
off frequency � cut� ). A fourth amplifier model obtained from the non-
linear one by removing its dynamics has been left out as these models are 
very similar because of the amplifier used. The experimental results obtained 
on the output current are actually of a hybrid nature as they were obtained 
from the experimental output voltage using Eq. (23). In addition, a second-
order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency 100 kHz was used in order 
to reduce the noise from the output current. 

As was to be expected, the results obtained on the output voltage and 
current show that the non-linear amplifier model is significantly more accu-
rate than the linear model, which in turn, is significantly more accurate than 
the ideal amplifier model. For times much smaller than the rise time of the 
output voltage, the amplifier models are all inaccurate, while for times much 
larger than this rise time they are all quite accurate. For times of the order of 
the rise time, the non-linear amplifier model gives results for the output volt-
age in fairly good agreement with the experimental results, whereas the re-
sults obtained with the linear and ideal amplifier models deviate significantly 
from the experimental results. 

The experimental results show that the amplifier starts to operate non-
linearly shortly after the input voltage has been applied. Accordingly, the 
theoretical results show that the non-linear amplifier enters the non-linear re-
gime almost immediately. These findings can be explained by the capacitive 
nature of the internal impedance of the PBE-bar assembly, which can be ap-
proximated by 'E

intZ C�i/1  with aa CkC )1(2 2�' = 25.1 nF (Paper I). 
According to this approximation, the initial output current dtCdUi /00 '  
quickly reaches its upper limit mA200max �i  so that the rate of increase 

CidtdU // max0 ' = 8.0 sV/�  of the output voltage becomes almost con-
stant. Theoretically, the amplifier returns into its linear regime when the 
voltage cU  defined by Eq. (22) becomes zero. This occurs when the non-
linear result tCiU )/( max0 '  for the output voltage coincides with the cor-
responding linear result sU  given by Eq. (20). If the dynamics of the ampli-
fier are neglected, the latter result becomes max

0UGU s '  at this moment. 
Therefore the duration ct  of the period of non-linear operation under current 
constraint can be estimated as maxmax

0 / iUCGtc ' , which gives �ct  13.5 
s�  when �maxU  9 V. This is in good agreement with the corresponding 

non-linear results given in Fig. 22 (a), where �ct  13.6 s� . At the subse-
quent times, when the amplifier is operating linearly, the non-linear and line-
ar results for the output voltage remain the same, in agreement with Eq. (22) 
and the results presented in Fig. 22 (a). 

The experimental and theoretical rates of increase dtdU /0  in the output 
voltage were determined from the results presented in Fig. 22 (a). The exper-
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imental rate refers to the inflection point, while the non-linear and linear re-
sults were obtained in terms of the average and initial rates, respectively. 
The non-linear rate 8.0 sV/�  agrees with the above estimation, but it is 
somewhat higher than the experimental rate of 7.2 sV/� . According to the 
relation CidtdU // max0 ' , the difference between the non-linear and exper-
imental rates dtdU /0  is due to the capacitance C  being too low or the cur-
rent limit maxi  being too high in the theoretical result. In the former case, this 
means that the experimental output current, evaluated from the experimental 
output voltage using Eq. (23), which can be approximated by 

dtCdUi /00 ' , will be underestimated. This is consistent with the results 
presented in Fig. 22 (b), which show that the maximum experimental output 
current of the amplifier is somewhat lower than the upper current limit 200 
mA. The delay of about a microsecond of the experimental rise relative to 
the non-linear rise in the output voltage was largely due the finite rise time 
of about the same magnitude occurring in the experimental input voltage. 

The strains in the bar 1e  associated with the waves generated are shown 
in Fig. 23. These strains consist of a main pulse followed by a tail formed by 

 
 
Figure 23. Strain wave 1e  generated by ideal, linear and non-linear amplifier com-
pared with experimental strain wave. 
 
repeated reflections of waves between the PBE-bar interfaces, at which there 
is a slight mismatch between the characteristic impedance of the PBE with 
�M

chZ 254 Ns/m and the bar with �1Z 219 Ns/m. The duration of the ideal 
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main pulse is equal to the transit time �trt 28.9 �s for a wave propagating 
through the PBE, and the widths of the linear, non-linear and experimental 
pulses approximately agree with this duration. The agreement between the 
non-linear and experimental strain pulses is fair on the whole, whereas the 
linear and ideal strain pulses differ significantly from those obtained experi-
mentally. 

In a similar wave generation study described in Paper II, in which the 
same amplifier operated linearly, the agreement observed between the exper-
imental results and the theoretical ones obtained with the same linear model 
as here was somewhat better. One part of the apparent difference in quality 
of the theoretical results can be attributed to the difference between the 
theoretical and experimental input voltages used in the present study. 
Another part, can be attributed to the way the current constraint was mod-
elled by Eq. (22), which appears to be more abrupt than that of the amplifier 
used. In both studies, it is noteworthy that the amplitudes of the strain pulses 
implemented experimentally were somewhat lower than those predicted the-
oretically. One possible reason for this difference may be that the effects of 
 

 
 
Figure 24. Spectrum of experimental strain wave 1ê .  
 
transverse strains were neglected in both studies. Other reasons may be oc-
currence of losses in the PBE, generation of bending waves in the bar, and 
other processes that may have been involved without being taken into acount 
in the model. 

The spectra of the experimental strain pulses are presented in Fig. 24. 
These spectra have significant frequencies of up to about 100 kHz, corre-
sponding to wavelengths larger than approximately 51 mm in the bar and 33 
mm in the PBE. In both cases, the wavelengths are much larger than the 
transverse dimensions, which justifies the one-dimensional model used. 
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4.4. Damping of waves 
Wave damping was simulated in Paper III, taking the electrical load to the 
PBE-bar assembly to be a serial RL circuit with resistance 0R  and induc-
tance 0L . The parameters representing material and geometry were those 
used in the wave generation experiments described in Section 3.2. The load 

 
 
Figure 25. Internal impedance E

intZ  and load impedance 0Z  versus frequency f  for 
DC
intRR �0  and trtt �0 . (a) Real parts and (b) imaginary parts. 

 
impedance � 	000 i1 tRZ ���  is expressed in terms of a characteristic time 

000 / RLt � . The incident wave is defined by the bell-shaped pulse 
�IN � 	 � 	 � 	� �III tttttN ��))# /sin 2�

, where IN
�

 is the amplitude and It  is 
the duration. Simulations were carried out with �DC

intRR /0  0.2, 1, 5 and 20, 
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�trtt /0  0.05, 0.1, 0.2, …, and 100 and +trI tt / (0.1, 10) trt , where 
)]0(Re[ �� �E

int
DC
int ZR . The amplitude of the incident wave was set at �IN

�
 

10 N. Because of the linearity of the system, this value is immaterial from a 
 

 
 
Figure 26. (a) Normal forces IN  associated with incident waves versus time t . (b) 

Corresponding spectra IN̂  versus frequency f . Incident wave with duration 

�It 0.5 trt  (grey curves), trt  (thin curves) and 2 trt  (thick curves). 
 
theoretical point of view. However, this is considered to be a realistic value 
in experiments. 
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The frequency dependence of the internal impedance E
intZ  and the load 

impedance 0Z  with DC
intRR �0  and trtt �0  is presented in Fig. 25, while Fig. 

26 shows the time dependence of the normal forces IN  associated with inci-
dent waves with durations �It 0.5 trt , trt  and 2 trt  and the corresponding 
spectra. 

Comparisons between Figs. 25 and 26 give an idea of the degree of 
missmatch between the load impedance � 	000 i1 tRZ ���  and the internal 
impedance E

intZ . It can be seen from Fig. 25 that when DC
intRR �0  and 

trtt �0 , the matching condition E
intZZ �0  for maximum delivery of electri-

cal power to the load is not fulfilled at any frequency. This is normal, as the 
real and imaginary parts of this condition cannot generally be satisfied at the 
same frequency. Here, the real part � 	 �0Re Z � 	E

intZRe  is approximately ful-
filled at frequencies below 7 kHz and the imaginary part 
� 	 �0Im Z � 	E

intZIm�  is satisfied only at the resonance frequency of 27.8 
kHz. In Fig. 26, these observations can be compared with the spectra of the 
three incident waves IN . These waves have durations �It 0.5 trt , trt  and 
2 trt , and the important frequency ranges of their spectra range from DC up 
to about 100, 50 and 25 kHz, respectively. The PBE and bar, defined in Sec-
tion 3.2, have wave speeds of 3300 m/s and 5050 m/s. The highest frequency 
of importance, 100 kHz, therefore corresponds to wavelengths of 33 and 51 
mm, respectively, which are much longer than the transverse dimensions of 
about 4 mm. 

The time dependence of the normal forces RN  and TN  associated with 
the reflected and transmitted waves is shown in Fig. 27 with the loading con-
ditions presented in Fig. 25 and the incident waves shown in Fig. 26. 
Likewise, the time dependence of the voltage 0U  generated across the load, 
the current 0i�  driven into the load, and the power 0P  and the energy 0W  
supplied to the load are presented in Fig. 28.  

As shown by Fig. 27, the main part of the reflected wave RN  is initially 
positive and then becomes negative, while that of the transmitted wave TN  
is essentially positive and resembles the incident wave. Both waves are fol-
lowed by damped oscillating tails. These tails are explained by the repeated 
wave reflections occurring within the PBE due to the mechanical mismatch 
between the PBE, with characteristic impedance �M

chZ 254 Ns/m, and the 
external parts of the bar, with characteristic impedance �� 21 ZZ 219 Ns/m. 
The reflected wave starts at time 0�t  when the front of the incident wave 
reaches the first mechanical interface. The main rise in the transmitted wave 
at the second mechanical interface occurs at trtt � , after one transit time 
through the PBE. However, a slow rise in the transmitted wave starts already 
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at 0�t . This is because the electric field was assumed to be a function of 
time alone, corresponding to an infinite speed of electromagnetic waves. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 27. Normal forces (a) RN  associated with reflected waves and (b) TN  asso-

ciated with transmitted waves versus time t  for DC
intRR �0  and trtt �0 . Incident 

wave with duration �It 0.5 trt  (grey curves), trt  (thin curves) and 2 trt  (thick 
curves). 
 

As shown in Fig. 28, the voltage 0U  generated across the load, the cur-
rent 0i�  driven into the load and the power 0P  supplied to the load are all 
oscillatory. The oscillations are first built up and then form tails which rapid-
ly decay. The energy 0W  supplied to the load increases, while oscillating, up 
to the final level DW , corresponding to the energy dissipated in the resistive 
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part of the load. The amplitude of the current 0i�  produced by the shortest 
incident wave is considerably smaller than that produced by the two longer 

 

 
 
Figure 28. (a) Voltage 0U  generated across the load, (b) current 0i�  driven into the 
load, (c) power 0P  supplied to the load, and (d) energy 0W  supplied to the load ver-

sus time t  for DC
intRR �0  and trtt �0 . Incident wave with duration �It 0.5 trt  

(grey curves), trt  (thin curves) and 2 trt  (thick curves). 
 
waves, which are similar. Accordingly, the dissipated energy �DW  

dtiR �
�

0
2
00  due to the shortest incident wave is considerably lower than that 

produced by each of the two longer waves, which are similar. In particular, 
the energy dissipated due to the shortest incident wave is less than half of 
that produced by the medium-length wave. 

The dependence of the relative energy dissipation IDD WWw /�  on the 
normalized duration trI tt /  of the incident wave is shown in Fig. 29 for vari-
ous normalized resistances DC

intRR /0  and characteristic times trtt /0 . It can 
be seen that the relative energy dissipation IDD WWw /�  is lower for the 
shortest and longest of the incident waves shown in Fig. 26 than for the inci-
dent wave of intermediate length shown in the same figure (the results for 
these waves are marked by circles in Fig. 29 (b). In the case of shortest inci-
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dent wave, it is lower because IW  is two-fold smaller then with the medium 
length wave, while DW  is more than two-fold smaller. In the case of the lon- 

 

 
 
Figure 29. Relative dissipation IDD WWw /�  versus normalized duration trI tt /  of 

incident wave for different normalized resistances DC
intRR /0  and characteristic 

times trtt /0  of the load. The maxima move from left to right with increasing 

trtt /0 . (a) �DC
intRR /0 0.2 and �trtt /0 1, … 100. (b) �DC

intRR /0 1 and 

�trtt /0 0.5, …, 50. (c) �DC
intRR /0 5 and �trtt /0 0.1, …, 10, and (d) 

�DC
intRR /0 20 and �trtt /0 0.05, …, 5. 

 
gest incident wave, the relative energy dissipation is lower because IW  is 
twice that of the medium-length wave, whereas DW  is approximately equal. 
With the shortest, medium-length and longest incident waves, the relative 
dissipation turned out to be �Dw 2.7, 3.6 and 1.7 %, respectively. 

With given load parameters DC
intRR /0  and trtt /0 , corresponding to one 

of the curves shown in the four diagrams in Fig. 29, Dw  reaches a maximum 
for a certain incident wave duration trI tt /  and approaches zero for both 
short and long durations. When the time constant trtt /0  of the load increases 
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by two decades from small to large, as can be seen in each diagram, the max-
ima with respect to trI tt /  move from left to right. On the way, Dw  first in-

creases to a largest value and then decreases. As the resistive part DC
intRR /0  

of the load increases from small to large, as it does by one decade from the 
first diagram to the last, the maxima with respect to trI tt /  and trtt /0  in-
crease to a highest value and then decrease. In the numerical simulations car- 

 
Figure 30. (a) Real and imaginary parts of internal impedance E

intZ  and of load im-

pedance �0Z 00 i LR �� . (b) Spectrum intÛ  versus frequency f . 

 
ried out, the largest relative energy dissipation �Dw 8.1 % was obtained for 

DC
intRR /0 =5, trtt /0 =1 and trI tt / = 1.7. Higher values can be achieved, but 

they can never exceed the 50 % obtained with a harmonic wave under the 
condition of electrical impedance matching. 

An experimental study was performed on the wave damping process, 
taking the material and geometrical parameters defined in Section 3.3. The 
theoretical and experimental results for impedances, strain waves, voltages, 
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current, power and energy are shown in Figs. 30-33 for the case �� 2060R  
and �H10500 �L , while the results for the relative energy dissipation are 
presented in Fig. 34. 

The real and imaginary parts of the internal impedance E
intZ  given by Eq. 

(13) and those of the load impedance �0Z 00 i LR ��  are shown in Fig. 30 

(a). The spectra intÛ  of the internal voltage given by Eq. (27b) is presented 

in Fig. 30 (b). Maximum power delivery to the load from the incident wave 
through the internal source intÛ  is achieved if the load impedance 0Z  
matches the internal impedance E

intZ  so that E
intZZ �0 . With given imped-

ances, there is generally no frequency at which this matching condition is 
satisfied with respect to both its real part )Re()Re( 0

E
intZZ �  and its imagi-

nary part )Im()Im( 0
E
intZZ �� . In the case under consideration here, there is 

always a large mismatch between the real parts of the impedances, while the 
imaginary parts match at 31 kHz. However, the significant frequencies of the 
spectra of the internal voltage intÛ  are below this frequency. 

The strains Ie , Re  and Te  at the PBE interfaces associated with the inci-
dent, reflected and transmitted waves are shown in Fig. 31 (a). The theoreti-
cal results on the reflected and transmitted strain waves were obtained from 
Eqs. (28a) and (28b) with the measured incident strain wave as input. The 
experimental strains are translated in time by 1/ ca�  as described above. 
There is fairly good agreement between the theoretical and experimental re-
sults. The experimental strain amplitudes are generally a few percent lower 
than their theoretical counterparts. The corresponding spectrum Iê  of the 
incident strain wave is shown in Fig. 31 (b). This spectrum had significant 
frequencies up to about 50 kHz, corresponding to wavelengths larger than 
about 100 mm in the bar and 76 mm in the PBE. In both cases, the wave-
lengths were so much larger than the transverse dimensions of the cross-
sections that the one-dimensional model used should be accurate. The sur-
face strain induced in the bar due to bending was found to be less than about 
5 % of the maximum strain associated with the incident wave. 

The voltage 0U  and current 0i�  generated are shown in Fig. 32. They 
were of oscillatory nature with rapidly decaying tails, and they were practi-
cally in phase. The theoretical results were obtained from Eqs. (26a) and 
(26b) with the measured incident strain wave as input. These resuts are gen-
erally in good agreement with the experimental results. However, the experi-
mental voltage and current peaks were 7-8 % lower than those predicted by 
the model. 
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Figure 31. (a) Strains Ie , Re  and Te at PBE interfaces associated with incident, re-

flected and transmitted waves versus time t , and (b) spectrum Iê  versus frequency 
f . Comparison between theoretical (thick curves) and experimental (thin curves) 

results. 
 
The electric power 0P  and energy 0W  delivered to the load are shown in 

Fig. 33. The power is oscillatory, with three major positive peaks and two 
small negative peaks followed by rapidly decaying tails. Accordingly, the 
energy reaches an almost constant level in three rapid increases. Both the 
theoretical and experimental results were obtained using Eqs. (29) and the 
results obtained on the voltage and current. There is a fair overall agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental results, but the experimental power 
peaks and energy levels are 12-14 % lower than their theoretical counter-
parts. Deviations of this order are in line with those observed in the voltage 
and current peaks.  
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Figure 32. (a) Generated voltage 0U  and (b) current 0i�  versus time t . Compari-
son between theoretical (thick curves) and experimental (thin curves) results. 
 

The dependency of the relative energy dissipation Dw  on the real part of 
the loading impedance, the resistance 0R , is shown in Fig. 34. Both the the-
oretical and experimental results were obtained from Eqs. (30a) and (31). 
The results obtained with the resistances used in the experimental tests and 
the theoretical calculations are marked by circles. The relative energy dis-
sipation Dw  has both theoretical and experimental maxima with respect to 
the resistance 0R . A theoretical maximum of 3.4 % occurs at �0R 306 � , 
whereas the experimental maximum, which is indicated by the vertical line 
in the figure, occurred at �0R 206 �  and was about 15 % lower. Because 
of the impedance mismatch, the maxima were expected to be much lower 
than the theoretical maximum of 50 % in the case of a harmonic wave under 
impedance matching conditions.  

At first sight, it might seem surprising that the maxima in Dw  occur at 
much larger load resistances �0R )Re( 0Z  than the resistive part )Re( E

intZ  
of the internal impedance within the significant part of the spectrum. The ex-
planation is as follows: within most of this part of the spectrum, Fig. 30 
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shows that )Re( E
intZ  and )Im( 0Z  can be neglected in comparison 

with )Im( E
intZ� . If it is assumed for a moment that these quantities can also 

 

 
 
Figure 33. (a) Electric power 0P  and (b) energy 0W  delivered to the load versus 
time t . Comparison between theoretical (thick curves) and experimental (thin 
curves) results. 
 
be neglected in comparison with )Re( 00 ZR � , then the internal impedance 
will be reactive and the load will be resistive. Under this condition, maxi-
mum power will be delivered to the load if �� )Re( 00 ZR (()Im( E

intZ  

)Re( E
intZ . If 0R  is much smaller than )Im( E

intZ , the voltage across the load 

becomes very small. If 0R  is much larger, the current through the load also 
becomes very small. In both cases, the power and energy delivered to the 
load become very small. 

The energy balance 0)( ���� DTRI WWWW  in a lossless PBE-bar as-
sembly is satisfied with high numerical accuracy by the theoretical results. 
This was to be expected, as the total power supplied to the PBE at its three 
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ports was found to be zero under harmonic excitation. The first term in this 
energy balance is the same theoretically and experimentally. As evident from 

 

 
 
Figure 34. Relative energy dissipation Dw  versus resistive part 0R  of load imped-
ance 000 i LRZ ���  for load inductance �H10500 �L . Comparison between 
theoretical (thick curve) and experimental (thin curve) results. 
 
Figs. 31-34, however, the result for each term within the parenthesis was 
smaller experimentally than theoretically. The experimental energy balance 
can therefore be written 0)( ����� LDTRI WWWWW , where the added 
term LW  denotes the losses occurring in the PBE and the external parts of 
the bars that were not taken into account theoretically. Such losses may be of 
both mechanical and electrical nature. They may be partially explained, e.g., 
by the exclusion of effects of transverse strains, contributions from visco-
elastic shear in the bonding layers, dielectric losses in the piezoelectric mem-
bers and generation of bending waves in the external parts of the bar. It 
seems likely that the deviations between the theoretical and experimental 
strains, voltage, current, power and energy can be largely explained by the 
exclusion of such phenomena in the model for the laminated PBE and the 
bar. In addition, they can be explained by inaccuracies in the geometrical di-
mensions, material parameters and measurements. 
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5. Conclusions 

The results presented led to the folowing main conclusions: (i) A PBE with a 
linear response can be represented by a three-port system with one electrical 
and two mechanical interfaces or ports at which it can interact with active or 
passive external devices. (ii) The main advantages of the three-port approach 
are on the one hand that it yields solutions to problems involving different 
environments or uses without any need to specify the PBE, and on the other 
hand, that the characteristics of a specific PBE can be determined without 
any need to take the environment or the use for which it is intended into ac-
count. (iii) In the case of a lossless PBE constituting part of an elastic bar, 
and used to generate harmonic waves, the electrical input power is 
distributed equally between the energy fluxes associated with two waves 
generated in the bar. (iv) In the case of a lossless PBE constituting part of an 
elastic bar, which is used to damp harmonic waves, it was established that if 
the electrical impedance matching conditions are fulfilled, half of the me-
chanical input power supplied by an incident wave is dissipated in the load 
impedance, and one quarter of it is composed of the energy fluxes associated 
with each of the reflected and transmitted waves. (v) The internal impedance 
of the specific PBE considered, which constitutes the load of the amplifier 
during wave generation and the internal output impedance during damping 
of waves, has a relatively small non-negative real part and a relatively large 
negative imaginary part. (vi) In the case of an elastic bar, the real part of the 
internal impedance has its zeroes at anti-resonance frequencies that are inte-
ger multiples of the inverse transit time through the PBE. At these frequen-
cies, and during generation of waves, the PBE vibrates without any internal 
or external losses, and therefore the anti-resonance minima have perfect 
sharpness and depth to zero. (vii) In the case of a visco-elastic bar, the be-
haviour of the load impedance between the anti-resonance frequencies is 
similar to that of an elastic bar, but the minima of the real part are less sharp 
and deep. (viii) Within the linear range of the amplifier used for generation 
of waves, very good agreement was obtained between implemented and re-
quired input voltages to the amplifier, output voltages from the amplifier, 
and output currents from the amplifier. Good agreement was obtained be-
tween the implemented and prescribed strain waves. (ix) When the amplifier 
was operating outside its linear range, the non-linear amplifier model was 
found to be significantly more accurate than the linear one, which in turn, 
was significantly more accurate than the ideal one. Fairly good agreement 
was generally found to exist between the theoretical non-linear and experi-
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mental strain pulses. (x) In the case of wave dmping, the theoretical and ex-
perimental results on the reflected and transmitted strain waves agree quite 
well; generally, the experimental strain amplitudes were a few percent lower 
than those predicted by the model. (xi) Theoretical and experimental results 
on output voltage and current, during damping of waves, were also generally 
in good agreement, although the experimental peaks were typically 7-8 % 
lower than the theoretical ones. (xii) In general, the amplitudes of the experi-
mental strain pulses were somewhat smaller than those predicted by the vari-
ous models. (xiii) This discrepancy may be due to the effects of transverse 
strains, losses in the PBE, generation of bending waves and other phenome-
na that were not modelled. 
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6. Summary in Swedish 

Piezoelektriska material reagerar elektriskt på mekaniska stimuli och vice 
versa. Dessa egenskaper möjliggör piezoelektriska sensor- och aktuator-
tillämpningar, till exempel aktiva strukturer. Materialegenskaperna för lin-
jära piezoelektriska material uttrycks i två linjära kopplade konstitutiva sam-
band kända som sensor- och aktuatorekvationerna. I de nämnda tillämp-
ningarna kombineras vanligen passiva strukturelement med piezoelektriska 
element i form av plattor, som är belagda med elektroder och kopplade till 
yttre elektriska kretsar. Dessa piezoelektriska element används antingen som 
sensorer/passiva dämpare eller som aktuatorer. 

Piezoelektriska sensorer och aktuatorer kan modelleras som kvasista-
tiska, dynamiska eller vågdynamiska med avseende på både mekaniska och 
elektriska egenskaper. Under de senaste tjugo åren har omfattande forskning 
ägnats åt böjsvängningar i balkar och plattor som är lokalt eller globalt inst-
rumenterade med ytmonterade piezoelektriska element. Ofta modelleras de 
piezoelektriskt instrumenterade delstrukturerna mekaniskt och elektriskt som 
kvasistatiska. Mindre ofta modelleras de mekaniskt som vågdynamiska och 
elektriskt som dynamiska. I förhållande till den omfattande forskningen om 
böjsvängningar förefaller forskning rörande transienta longitudinalvågor i 
stänger instrumenterade med piezoelektriska element vara eftersatt. 

Syftet med föreliggande arbete är att med hänsynstagande till mekanisk 
vågdynamik och elektrisk dynamik öka kunskapen om piezoelektrisk gene-
rering och dämpning av transienta longitudinalvågor i stänger instrumente-
rade med piezoelektriska element. Speciellt studeras inverkan av effektför-
stärkares frekvenskaraktäristik och utgångsimpedans på våggenerering och 
yttre passiva elektriska kretsars impedans på vågdämpning. Arbetet ska kun-
na utgöra grund för reglertekniska tillämpningar. 

Ett stångelement innehållande piezoelektriska element betraktas som ett 
linjärt system med en elektrisk port och två mekaniska portar, vid vilka väx-
elverkan sker med omgivande system. Denna växelverkan sker elektriskt via 
spänning och ström samt mekaniskt via krafter och hastigheter. En vektor av 
generaliserade krafter, en spänning och två krafter, uttrycks som produkten 
av en impedansmatris och en vektor av generaliserade hastigheter, en ström 
och två hastigheter. På grund av symmetri och reciprocitet bestäms impe-
dansmatrisen av fyra oberoende element. Det piezoelektriska stång-
elementet (”piezoelectric bar element”, PBE) och dess växelverkan med om-
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givande system studeras med hjälp av de kopplade piezoelektriska konstitu-
tiva sambanden samt mekanisk vågdynamik och elektrisk dynamik. 

För studiet av transienta vågors generering och dämpning får ett speci-
fikt piezoelektriskt stångelement, beskrivet av treportsmodellen, utgöra en 
del av en lång elastisk eller viskoelastisk stång. Generering av vågor har si-
mulerats och implementerats experimentellt för fallet att det piezoelektriska 
stångelementet drivs av en effektförstärkare karakteriserad av sin DC-för-
stärkning, obelastade 3 dB brytfrekvens, utgångsimpedans och strömbe-
gränsning. Vidare har dämpning av vågor simulerats och implementerats ex-
perimentellt genom att det piezoelektriska stångelementet producerar en 
spänning som driver en ström genom en yttre RL-krets i vilken en del av de 
mekaniska vågornas energi dissiperas. 

Vid våggenerering belastas den drivande effektförstärkaren av en yttre 
elektrisk last via det piezoelektriska stångelementets elektriska terminaler. 
Denna impedans är i det studerade fallet i huvudsak kapacitiv, dock med en 
jämförelsevis liten frekvensberoende realdel. Denna realdel är ickenegativ 
och uppvisar lokala minima vid så kallade antiresonansfrekvenser. I fallet 
elastisk stång är dessa minima noll, medan de är större än noll i fallet 
viskoelastisk stång. I det fall att realdelen av den belastande impedansen är 
noll levererar effektförstärkaren medeleffekten noll till det piezoelektriska 
stångelementet. Detta medför att inget mekaniskt arbete utförs av det piezoe-
lektriska stångelementet via dess mekaniska portar och att därmed inga vå-
gor genereras. 

Vid dämpning av vågor driver det piezoelektriska stångelementet en ytt-
re elektrisk last via de elektriska terminalerna. I termer av en ekvivalent 
elektrisk krets beskrivs det piezoelektriska stångelementet av en spän-
ningskälla och en inre utgångsimpedans. Spänningen bestäms av den infal-
lande vågen, och utgångsimpedansen är densamma som ingångsimpedansen 
i våggenereringsfallet. 

För fallet våggenerering studeras hur effektförstärkarens egenskaper på-
verkar dess utspänning och utström samt genererade vågor för given insignal 
till förstärkaren. För en specifik förstärkare studeras även generering av vå-
gor med föreskriven form. Generellt är överensstämmelserna mellan simu-
leringar och experiment goda. 

För fallet vågdämpning studeras hur yttre elektrisk last och infallande 
våg påverkar reflekterade och transmitterade vågor samt genererad spänning, 
ström, effekt och dissiperad energi. Överensstämmelserna mellan simu-
leringar och experiment är rimliga. Generellt är andelen energi dissiperad i 
yttre elektrisk last betydligt mindre än de 50 % som kan erhållas vid elekt-
risk impedansanpassning och harmoniska vågor. 

Sammantaget styrks giltigheten av de teoretiska modellerna för växel-
verkan mellan ett piezoelektriskt stångelement och tillkopplade system av 
jämförelserna mellan genomförda simuleringar och experiment. 
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